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The Great Texas Canard Fly-in 
BY GERYL MORTENSEN 

Several local aviators took to the sky and pointed their BlockBuster Video. You know the rest of the story. What 
canards toward Hondo, Texas, the site of the first annual you might not know, is that while Don was building his 
Great Texas Canard Fly-In . The January weather was per- Long-Ez, he had another great idea. Don made many trips 
feet severe clear, you could see Dallas from Waco from a up the tollway to the Addison airport in the eight years that 
mile above, with a very mild 60 degrees forecast for the it took to build his Long-Ez. He hated getting stuck in the 
Sunday adventure. long lines at the tollbooths, and figured that there must be 

Our flight included a very impressive group of Canard a better way to collect the toll to speed up the traffic. 
Pushers. Woody Flight One, the call sign of Scott Carter Thanks to his Long-Ez, we now have a faster way, it's 
and Don Drunckenbrodt Long-Ez's, is aptly named called a Toll Tag. Don says he got the idea when he was 
because of all the trophies that Scott brings home from installing his transponder, says it works in a similar way. 
EAA fly-ins and Don's Texas license plate, "LONG l," Why didn 't my Long-Ez tell me? 
which he says, makes the girls wonder, .. Scott Carter owns Woody Flight Two, is made up of John Cannon and 
ADS Aircraft in Addison. His Long-Ez is an Oshkosh myself. Our name comes from the numerous race trophies 
award winner and also winner of the celebrated Wright that our birds have won, we are very fast. John is a 
Brothers Award. ·His Long .--------------------------, McKinney based Vari-Ez 
is considered the best of pilot who likes the design 
the best, a true testament so much that he currently 
to his skills as a master owns two! Many of you 
builder. I am thankful for will remember John from 
his skill because he also his race car days. He pilot-
maintains my Staudacher ed Formula Ones and Indy 
S-300 and Long-Ez. Don cars after serving with the 
Druckenbrodt, who RAF as a fighter jock. 
hangars with Carter at John loves speed, so that 
Addison, has the worlds explains why he has the 
smartest Long-Ez, it talks fastest Vari-Ez in the 
to him and gives him world. Most Vari-Ez's are 
ideas that make him lots pretty fast with the stock 
of money and the world a 0-200's that the plans 
better place to live. It called for, but not fast 
helps that Don is a very enough to please John's 
resourceful kind of guy. need for speed. His new 
When he was in college, Vari-Ez is extra fast with a 
he wrote a computer pro- pumped up 0-320 that 
gram and business plan pushes him through the 
that his professors thought sky over 240 MPH. My 
could revolutionize the Long-Ez is the oldest of 
video rental industry. the bunch, first flight was 
After they failed to con- in February 1982, and any 
vince the major players to claim to fame that it has is 
buy his idea, Don got because of it's builder, 
some of his college bud- Herb Sanders. Herb is a 
dies together and they serious homebuilder. 
started their own video He owned a company 
rental store, they named it CoNnNuEo ON PAGE 6 
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Feb. 11th Fly-in 
Our February 11th Fly-in will be held at Arlington 
Municipal airport. We will use the Jetport cafeteria for 
lunch around 12 p.m. The Fly-in will begin at 10 a.m. 
and wind-up around 2 p.m. We hope to see you all 
there. 
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Feb. 7th Meeting 
Our February 7th Meeting will be held at the Farmers 
Branch Library, located on the Northwest corner of 
Webbs Chapel and Golfing Green Drive. The meeting 
will be held in the auditorium and will begin at 6:30 
p.m. and finish at 8:45 p.m. Fighter Escort Wings will 
be there discussing their 2/3 scale P-51 D composite 
mustang replica. This, no doubt, will be a fantastic 
show about an outstanding aircraft. This will definite
ly be worth your time. Please plan now to attend! 
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Farmers Branch Community Building Senior Activity Center 
2919 Amber Lane. First Wednesday in Dec., 6:00 - 9:45 pm. 

February Calendar 
February 7: Regular Meeting 
Farmers Branch Manske Library, 6:30 pm-8:45 pm 

February 11: Fly-in at Arlington Municipal 

February 16: Directors Meeting 
Farmers Branch Manske Library, 7:00 pm-8:45 pm 

February 28: Hangar Echoes Assembly 

Director's Meeting, 1 /12/95 
~ The Feb. Meeting will have a rep. from F.E.W. 
Mustang, Ardmore, OK. 

~ The Feb. Newsletter assembly will be at Monroe 
McDonald's house. 

~ Tentative subject for March Meeting is avionics. 

~ Jay Shear is to check on an aerial photography 
subject for April. 

~ The Chapter status report has been sent in. 

~ We need a volunteer to take over Meetings Officer. 

~ Johnnie Eskue has agreed to provide one article per 
month for the Hangar Echoes. 

~ The positions oi Safety Officer, Flight Advisor and 
Technical Counselor have been combined into Safety 
Officer position. 

~ First Flight plaque is needed for Clair Button. 

~ The Board of Directors election will be in March 
so we will need to select the candidates next month. 

~ Ernie Ludwick is working on the design of a 
Chapter Business Card. 

~ Complaint was lodged about the statement in the 
last program that the furnaces at a Polish concentra
tion camp would not work because they had no chim
neys. After discussion, Don Christiansen moved that 
the President put a letter in the newsletter stating that 
if the political views expressed at the meeting offend
ed anyone, we apologize. All present voted in favor. 

~ Jerry Bidle stated that a copy of our Articles of 
Incorporation were being sent to our bank to comply 
with state law. 

Hangar Echoes Assembly 
The Hangar Echoes assembly will be held February 
28th at the home of Monroe McDonald, 10021 Pensive 
Drive, Dallas, 352-1564 starting at 7:00 p.m. Monroe is 
in the process of rebuilding and restoring his BD-4. 

.. 
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A letter From The President ... 

Dear Fellow Members, 

For our early January Fly-in/Drive-in we visited the Museum of Flight at the Love Field 
terminal building. Since this was my first visit, I was very impressed with the amount of 
material the museum staff has been able to display in the space they have. They have 
displays covering the entire history of flight. Unfortunately, space restrictions have 
precluded them from putting many larger items on display. The museum is definitely 
worth a visit, stop by the next time you have some spare time going through Love Field. 

The Museum of Flight also has a very good evening speaker series. We will try to keep 
the membership posted of events if we have enough advance warning. 

A number of us at the January Fly-in also took a tour of the FAA Love Field Control 
Tower. The first thing I noticed on that clear Saturday morning was the spectacular view 
that the Tower crew enjoys. I enjoyed seeing the personnel and equipment on the "other 
side of the mike." We watched their teamwork as they managed a mix of inbound, 
outbound, and transitioning traffic. It was a bit of a challenge to locate the airplanes in 
the area which was shown on the ATC display. It was not always easy to spot them 
out of the windows. 

It was also obvious to me that while our current ATC equipment is still serviceable, 
it is far from state-of-the art. The Tower crew was obviously using what they had available 
to maximum advantage. But, as a country, we are going to have to update our ATC 
equipment. Unfortunately, that is one Federal project that is having a large number of 
delays and cost overruns. The public is paying for that in more ways than one. 

I want to thank Jay Shear for setting up and coordinating the Museum of flight tours, 
they had several docents available to guide us through the Museum, as well as the FAA 
Control Tower visit. I also want to thank Ms. Andi Ramaker, Training Officer, for hosting 
us on our Tower tours. She took part of her day off to show us around the Tower. 

I am looking forward to our February Meeting when we will be hosting several 
representatives of Fighter Escort Wings (F.E.W) as they discuss their 2/3 scale P-SID 
replica. If you have not seen it, this plane has a lot of the right sights and sounds for a 
warbird replica. It should be interesting. 

A number of our volunteer officers are returning for 1995. For that, we all thank you. 
However, the Chapter still needs to replace several of the volunteer or appointed Officer 
positions. We will need the following: Advertising; Meeting refreshments; and Chapter 
Trailer Coordinator. We need other volunteers to step forward into these positions. 

I want to thank Joan and Ernie Ludwick for hosting our December 27th Hangar 
Echoes newsletter assembly. Ernie is making steady progress with the Corby Starlet. 

Let's keep building and restoring, so we can keep them, and us, flying. 
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Man Commits Flight In 
Homebuilt Flying Fliver 
Weldon Yokochi has First Flight in Y-Bird III! 
B Y JOHNNIE ESKUE 

December 7, 1994 will long be a special day in the life of 
Weldon Yokochi. It was the first flight of his own
designed, homebuilt gyroplane, Y-Bird Ill. Straight down 
the mile of runway at Caddo Mills, it was a straight flight 
with length enough for Weldon to get the first feel of the 
wind under his rotor. 

"How was it," I asked. 
"Scary," he replied, and laughed. 
The Y-Bird, occasionally (but affectionately) referred 

to as the Iron Maiden, is Weldon's third Gyroplane. The 
first, an Air Command kit started life as an ultralight. 
Weldon got his wings in a Weedhopper, so the transition 
to an UL gyro was not a big jump ... except... 

Weldon will be the first to tell you that 'normal' air
plane reflexes can get you in big trouble with a gyro. His 
first two gyros, the kit above that started as an UL, then 
became a licensed homebuilt, and his second, a plans
built bird along the lines of the Benson, visited numerous 
fly-ins. Weldon has two sheets he hangs on his bird at fly
ins to answer those questions he has most heard. Done 
with wit and humor, Weldon makes it plain though he has 
fun and would do it again, the serious aspects of proper 
training to fly a gyro are not to be overlooked. 

His information sheet, for example, asks: 
What are the negative aspects of Gyroplanes? 

A. Bi-wing pilots can't get used to the unlimited 
visibility and have to wear blindfolds to make 
the transition. 

B. Fixed wing pilots always land four miles short 
of the runway. 
C. Fixed Wing instincts are deadly in Rotorcraft. 

Pilots with 4000 hours in fixed wing aircraft MUST 
HAVE formal transition training. 

Unlike Weldon's early experiences, flight training for 
Gyro pilots is easily available these days. Though appar
ently not widely advertised, there were even two week

ends in January when representatives (CFl's) 
from a nationally known gyro company 

were at Caddo Mills for instruction pur
,<~;;::z~""'-- poses. Early safety problems with gyros 

have been shown to be directly related 
• to the unavailability of proper flight 

training in 'the old days.' Such training 
is available today and Weldon highly 

recommends taking advantage 
~ of it. Enough said! 
~ CONllNUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Weldon retired about six months ago, and has put 70 to 80 
hours a week into hi s bird in that time. With two years, and 
1100 hours build time in the Iron Maiden, Weldon was 
ready for final inspection. 

"I took it to a chapter fly-in first and let everyone criti
cize my work," said Weldon, "Then I took the list of 
squawks home and fixed them." 

The day came for the FAA boys to show-up and 
inspect and, to Weldon's surprise, three inspectors arrived! 
The main inspector. it turned out, had brought two rookies 
along to watch him work. 

"The FAA ... said his boss said they were not to do any 
more free inspections. they had too much work to do ... He 
used the two rookies as an excuse to get out of the office ... " 

"It was the most thorough inspection I ever had. He even 
took a mirror and looked at every bold head ... upside down ... " 

Except for a few bolts the inspector wanted cotter 
pinned, Weldon said the inspector "didn't find much at all." 

Weldon has about 200 hours in gyros, 12.8 on Y-Bird 
III as of this writing. At first he was troubled by an inter
mittent power loss finally corrected by careful carburetor 
adjustments. His flights now are limited to around the pat
tern as he makes trial and error adjustments on the rotors to 
eliminate stick shake. The rotor head was purchased from 
a now defunct business, and the 25 foot aluminum rotors 
from a one-man outfit in Indiana. Weldon switched from 
the McCutchen composite rotors on his first two Y-Birds 
for economic reasons. The aluminum rotors are $1300, the 
McCutchen's have become too costly, at $2,500 a set. 

The Iron Maiden uses a ' rare' dual carburetor model of 
the Subaru EA8 I, a liquid-cooled, flat four, opposed, 1800 
cc engine. The single carb version was used widely in 
1981-1984 autos, and through '87 in the Brat (the Japanese 
version of the El Camino car/pickup, most distinguished in 
my mind for the "mother-in-law seating option-two 
bucket seats bolted to the outside/backside of the cab, in 
the truckbed!) The two-carb engine delivers 20% more 
power, hence it's desirability. When Weldon found one, it 
cost him $600. plus $250 for the prop hub adapter. With a 
direct drive set-up. he gets 80 hp (prop reduction units are 
available that allow 4800 RPM and 100 hp from the same 
engine). As is, the engine, with starter and alternator but no 
exhaust, weighs in at 205 lbs. Weldon says he got lots of 
bad advice on the exhaust, finally ending up with a two
into-one straight pipe on each side. A complicated four
into-one system would not perform to Weldon's satisfac
tion. A pair of straight mufflers with larger washers welded 
in were tried and, though quiet, cut the power output con
siderably. 

The build time also includes many hours lost to a cou
ple of abortive attempts to create a welded tube engine 
mount. "They just didn't work out," said Weldon, "so I 
built one up from aluminum and it was right the first try." 
As a result of this change, there is no welding involved in 
the all aluminum. 606 I -T6 and 2024-T3, structure. 
Everything bolts together. Numerous lightening holes are 
apparent in the structure, as Weldon practiced the age-old 
art of 'if you don' t need it, take it off' method of ridding 

CONTINUED O N PAGE 7 

Airplanes 
Instruments 

Engines 
Radios 

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS INC. 
320 F.M. 1885 E. 

WEATHERFORD, TX 76086 

BOBBY OSBORN 

Aircraft Retrieval 
Damaged Aircraft Storage 

Stephen Smith 

FINA 
presents: 
Jan Collmer 
Aerobatics 
Pitts S2B 

817-682-4220 

Used Parts 
Buy & Sell Problem Aircraft 

(214) 227-1111 
(800) 336-6399 

FAX(214)227-6176 

Low Level Aero Performanr.P. 

• TorquE• Rolls e 
• Tail Slides Fl NA 
• Snap roll on take off 

and final approach 
A Real c,owd Pleaser 

Jan Collmer 
14368 Proton Road 
Dallas, TX 75244 
(214) 233-1589 
Fax (214) 23.1--0401 

(214) 840-1400 BUSINESS 
(214) 864-0346 FAX 
(214) 494-4153 RESIDENCE 

BILL WISLEY 
Sales Associate 

COLDWELL BANKER 
APEX, REALTORSl!ll 
3001 5. FIFTH 
GARLAND, TX 750~ 1 
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Texas Canard Fly-in - Continued 
called Sport Flight and made hundreds of sets of cowls and 
wheel pants for Rutan builders. He built one of the first Vari
Ez's and was one of the first to build it's big brother, the 
Long-Ez after Burt Rutan came out with that design. Herb 
finished the Long-Ez in only 18 months! He also likes to 
go fast, he never raced Indy, but says he never lost on the 
streets of Memphis drag racing in front of Graceland as a 
teenager. When he told Rutan that he wanted to build his 
Long with more horsepower than the plans called for, Burt 
told him that it would not be very practical and would raise 
the cost. Herb informed Burt that if he wanted to be practi
cal he's fly Southwest. Herb went with his belief in more 
ponies, and built the first big engine, long nosed Long-Ez. 
Herb's ideas became gospel when Mike Melvil, Burt's own 
shop foreman , and his own brother Dick, became Herb fol
lowers and also built big engine, long nosed EZ's. Herb 
went on to win many trophies in the early '80's including 
awards at Oshkosh and Sun N Fun along with many other 
regional EAA Fly-in's. but his claim to fame was speed. 
He won many races, including the Oshkosh 500 three 
years in a row and never lost his class in the Sun N Fun 60, 
now called the Sun N Fun l 00. I am very proud to be the 
owner of Herb's Long-Ez. 

Bomber One, the fifth member of our group, is Vance 
Atkinson, a corporate pilot who drives Falcons and Lears 
for a living. He is based out of Fort Worth Meacham, and 
has the best Cozy in the world with awarJs to prove it. 
Since Cozy's are fatter and hold more than we do, we tease 
him by calling him a bomber. Our mission is to fly escort 
for him and his wife Lynn. 

We planned to have our flock of fine canards in Hondo 
in time for the 11 O'clock buffet, and be home in time to 
see most of the "Boy's" game that started at 3 PM. The 
buffet featured Long-Ez roast beef, Velocity chicken, Vari
Ez pasta, Defiant deserts, Cozy salad bar with Dragon Fly 
dressing, and Quickie coffee; we couldn 't wait. John flew 
his hot rod Vari-Ez from McKinney to Addison and was at 
my hangar along with my nephew Aaron Stevens when I 
pulled in at 8:30. Aaron and I drove over to ADS to pick 
up current maps and to check in with Don, Scott and his 
wife Kim. They were ready to leave, so we decided that 
John and I would play catch up. John and I took off out of 
Addison in tight formation and by the time we could 
change frequencies at LBJ and Central Expressway, Don 
and Scott were South of Ennis. We were all chasing Vance 
who took off in the bomber out of Meacham. Now all we 
had to do was find him. Not too long ago this would have 
been very difficult without having to hold over a landmark, 
but now with position and ground speed reports from our 
GPS and Loran, it is much easier to form up. 

The winds were strong on the canard at altitude, so we 
stayed at a low 4,500 MSL. John and I flew to the West of 
the restricted air space at Fort Hood and started looking for 
our backward flying friends. Scott and Don found Vance 
first. John and I made the formation complete a few min
utes later. Aaron got a few pictures of the sortie from my 
back seat to show his buddies what they missed. 

We called Hondo and they asked us for a fly-by, so we 
made a five ship pass, then broke for the landing. Aaron 
ran for the boy's room as soon as we landed, good thing 
for him we were not going to Oshkosh. There were around 
30 canard aircraft from around the state that made the trip. 
During lunch, we all got caught up on hangar talk. 
Overshadowing the usually glory stuff, was the sad news 
of two recent fatal Cozy crashes. The most recent accident 
occurred when a newly completed four pace Cozy caught a 
wire while on short approach to a 3,000 foot landing strip. 
To add to the tragedy, the fatal accident happened during a 
Young Eagle flight, both adults in the front were killed, 
fortunately, both young eagles were in the back seats and 
survived the crash. One walked away unhurt, the other 
reportedly was released the same day from the hospital, 
and both are said to be in good shape. Also, we heard a 
search update on John Hayes, of Fort Worth, who is still 
missing after flying his Wright Brothers award winning 
Long-Ez into IFR conditions near Gadston, Alabama this 
past October. I keep hoping that he just decided to skip out 
and head to the islands, but John would not have done that. 

After lunch, Northrop opened their hangar door and 
gave us a tour of their factory. They assemble the new Air 
Force trainer, the T-3, at their Hondo facilities. They told 
us it is a homebuilt design. It looked a lot like a Glasair to 
me. The fuselage is built in England and shipped here to be 
completed. It is made out of fiberglass, has a one piece low 
wing, side by side cockpit that prepares the students for 
easy transition into the T-38. A six cylinder-260 HP 
Lycoming, swings a three blade composite Hoffman prop 
and rests on fixed tricycle gear with no wheel pants. It is a 
neat airplane. They had around 80 T-3's in various stages 
of construction, 30 were finished. They put on a little flight 
demonstration that everyone enjoyed. It looked like fun, 
especially the vertical rolls. Northrop hopes to sell it to 
civilians in a more affordable taildragger version. T-3's 
currently cost the Air Force around $250,000 each. It takes 
an assembly team 35 days to complete a plane after it 
arrives from England. There are plans to .take the plane 
around the country this year to demonstrate it at various 
airshows. Maybe we should invite them to a 168 Fly-in. 

The Fly-in was over around 2 PM due to the Cowboy-
49'er game. I wish it would have lasted longer. We all 
loaded up and went our separate ways. Vance and his wife 
Lynn, went to San Antonio, which is only 20 NE of 
Hondo, to visit their daughter who attends Trinity. Don 
went to see his parents in New Braunsfel. His dad is a for
mer F-86 jock and goes to Oshkosh in son's smart Long
Ez every year. John left a little before the rest of us to get 
home in time for the kick-off. Scott and I left at 2: 15 and 
made it back to Addison at 3:30, not bad, since 248 NM 
separate Addison from Hondo. The canard series of air
craft may no longer be the fastest among homebuilts, but 
for those of us who fly them, they are still special, almost 
mystical. 

I look forward to the next Great Texas Canard Fly-in 
and would recommend the Hondo airport restaurant. I plan 
to make another trip down to Hondo in my Staudacher 
S-300, March 31-April 2 for an aerobatic contest and air
show, maybe I'll see you at the buffet. Take _it EZ! ~ 
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Man Commits Flight - Continued 
himself of deadweight. "The airplane is quite heavy for a 
single place gyro. but ground taxi and flight stability seem 
to be excellent." 

When asked if he had any thoughts of developing 
plans for his design, Weldon said no, the whole process 
was for his own enjoyment and education. Each function 
was. as a matter of fact, designed with no plans at all on 
the workbench as it was being built. He had two proven 
concepts he wanted in his Y-Bird: The "Tall Tail" concept 
(improves efficiency by equalizing p-factor on both sides 
of the rudder) and the "Dropped Keel" (places the thrust 
line closer to the vertical center of pressure, the net affect
ing improving pitch stability with power changes and in 
gusty conditions). 

Weldon's smile and willingness to talk about his 
machine, trials, tribulations, successes and all, exemplifies 
what homebuilding is all about. Congratulations, Weldon 
on a job well-done! 

"If you fly in for a visit at Caddo Mills (near 
Greenville)," Weldon says on his information sheet, 
"power planes are to use the West pattern. The East runway 
is reserved for Sailplane operations. I am in Hangar #6." ~ 

An Apology and Clarification 
In the course of an impromptu presentation during the 
January Meeting, our speaker made some statements that 
the Chapter Board knows, and was informed of, were 
offensive to members of the audience. The Chapter Board 
deeply regrets, and apologizes for, any offense that was 
taken by members of the audience. 

Any positions or opinions expressed were solely 
those of the speaker, and do not represent any position or 
opinion of the Chapter Board. In general, the Chapter 
Board does not take positions on general social issues. The 
Chapter Board will be increasing its efforts to keep future 
Chapter programs as focused as possible on general _and 
sport aviation topics and issues. 

New Newsletter Editor to 
Begin with March Issue 
Please join me in welcoming Cris Harrison as the new and 
forthcoming Newsletter Editor for Chapter 168's Hangar 
Echoes. She will begin her tenure beginning with the 
March issue of Hangar Echoes. 

Although I leave the position as Editor with some 
reservation, I look forward to a new voice in the Chapter. 
I thank you all for your patience and understanding as I 
fumbled my way through 14 issues of Hangar Echoes. 
I know I have offended some folks with my obtuse sense 
of humor, but hopefully I have entertained or enlightened 
some others. And to all those who have taken the time to 
contribute your thoughts and words to Hangar Echoes this 
past year, you have my deepest thanks. 

A Little 
Yellow Cub 
(Editors Note: The following was written by Warren Davis 
of El Cajon, CA, and originally published in 'The Pacific 
Flyer', Sept. '91. The preface is by Wayman Dunlap who is 
the publisher of 'The Pacific Flyer'.) 

Wayman 's Note: Last May we printed a story by 
Warren Davis that touched a nerve among many pilots, 
particularly those enthralled with the pure essence of 
flight. Davis recalled how his love for Piper Cubs began 
some 50 years ago in a field outside his southern Iowa 
farm house. His first sight of a little yellow Cub flying 
by started him on a life-long love affair with the J-3 
and eternal gratitude to the pilot who waved at him as 
he passed overhead. How he wished, the author said, he 
could meet the Cub pilot and thank him for making his 
life "incredibly richer." In one of those ironic twists, his 
dream ... well, let him tell it. 

It was another of those beautiful summer days in southern 
California. As my trusty Piper J-3 lifted off the runway at 
Brown Field and started its gentle climb to pattern altitude, 
the traffic controller's voice said, "Cub 64 Hotel, you can 
start your crosswind tum anytime." The air was smooth as 
we flew our downwind departure. 

I was flying from the rear seat and could see by his 
reactions that my front seat passenger was thoroughly 
enjoying the flight. 

"John, how would you like to fly for awhile?" I asked. 
His voice came back through the intercom sounding much 
like the voice of a seasoned airline pilot, 

"I'd love to. I haven't flown a J-3 for probably 25 
years or more," he added. 

I relaxed back into my seat and felt the plane and man 
become an entity of one, John gently guiding the controls 
with the plane responding in an aerial ballet of perfectly 
coordinated turns and lazy eights. 

As I sat there watching this aerial scene unfold 
between man and airplane, I began thinking about the 
chain of events that led up to this amazing day. It all start
ed with a story I had written about my life-long fascination 
with Yellow Cubs that was featured in the May 199 l issue 
of the 'Pacific Flyer.' 

The story was about my first glimpse of a Cub flying 
over our farm house when I was five years old. This bright 
yellow airplane appeared at tree top height, with the door 
down and the friendly pilot waving to me as I watched in 
fascination and true amazement. 

It made a lastin,. i pression in my life. It no doubt was 
the major influence at one day resulted in my owning 
and flying my own Cub. My secret desire was to meet that 
long ago, long lost pilot just to say thanks. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8 



Little Yellow Cub - Continued 
A few weeks after that story was printed, a visitor 

came by the hanger and left his card with the request for 
me to call him. His name was John Tucker, a retired 
chief pilot for AirCal. 

A handwritten note said that he operated the 
Ottumwa. Iowa grass strip airport from 1939 to 1942. He 
had flown many J-3 Cub trips from Ottumwa to Hendrick 
to Martinsburg round-robin to build up flying time. 

He said many times he would fly low and either 
wave or yell to people on the ground. John had read my 
story in the 'Pacific Flyer' and thought, just perhaps, he 
might have been the person who flew over our house 
that day in 1939. 

I called John the next day and in a few minutes, we 
were conversing like long-lost old friends. His life had 
been dedicated to aviation and he had acquired over 
20,000 hours of flying time. 

He began his flying career by flying J-3 Cubs at the 
tender age of 16. During WWII he taught glider flying and 
flew P-40's and C-47's for the Flying Tigers over The Hump. 

Along the way, he became an airline pilot, later 
moving to California to fly for PSA and later for AirCal. 
He was one of PSA's first pilots. An accomplished 
aerobatics pilot. he performed at many airshows in his 
Starduster biplane and later formed Stardust Aviation, 
a flight school at Gillespie Field. 

We had set Saturday, July 27 as the day we could 
meet at my hangar for a day of talking over old times 
and possibly some fun fl ying. Little did ; know then the 
events that would occur that day, a day I will most 
certainly never forget. 

John arrived at my hangar as planned and meeting 
him face to face felt, well, as though I was meeting an 
old friend I hadn ' t seen in a long time. Plans for the day 
included John and me, along with some airport friends of 
mine, flying to Brown Field for a weekly EAA fly-in 
and lunch. We were taking my Cub, a Taylorcraft, and an 
Ercoupe; all vintage 1946. 

When it came time to go, John, although 69 years 
old, hopped in the front seat of my Cub with the agility 
of a man 50 years younger. We arrived 20 minutes later 
and started enjoying the next two hours kicking tires, 
having lunch and talking to old friends. 

I recalled that first event back in Iowa and how it 
influenced my life, and now many years later in 
California we were meeting again, only this time he was 
flying my Cub. The odds seemed almost too great. 

As we approached Mt. Helix, John's voice came 
back on the intercom, "You can take her on in. I want to 
see if I can locate my house from up here." As we passed 
over Hwy. 8 and on to Fletcher Hills, John was able to 
point out his house. 

This was another surprise-his house was no more 
than two or three miles from mine. I thought, could it be 
possible that this was the man who waved to me from his 
J-3 Cub over 50 years ago and 2,000 miles away, and 
now we' ve been living within three miles of each other? 

C ONTIJ\l!ED NEXT PAGE 
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This was beginning to seem more than just coincidence. 
After returning to the hangar, John once again climbed 

out of the front seat like he had been doing it all his life. 
With a big smile on his face, he said, "This has been a 
great day for me. You have a beautiful airplane here, and 
thanks for letting me fly it." 

John walked to his car and came back with a stack of 
log books about a foot high. His entire flying career, flight 
by flight. was carefully recorded in those books starting 
from his very first one. We started through his first book 
and discovered most all of his flights were in a J-3. He 
had, in fact, flown many cross country flights on the route 
directly over our farm house. 

The dates were all in 1939 and early 1940. The flights 
were always in a yellow Cub with the NC number under 
the wing, just as I had remembered. Although no one could 
be absolutely sure that John was that young pilot who had 
waved to me, after reading those log books and seeing how 
the dates and routes matched up so perfectly, I was 
convinced that it was him. 

But that wasn't the only thing we discovered; we 
found out something concerning the time I took my first 
plane ride. It was about a year after the pilot waved to me 
that the Ottumwa airport advertised rides in a Ford Tri-Motor. 

I somehow convinced my mother to take me for my 
first airplane ride that day, even though she was less than 
enthused about it. In those days, airplanes were still con
sidered to be dangerous and only the most courageous 
individuals would dare to participate. 

That flight left my mother a bit shaken and me with 
flying in my blood. And yes, you've probably guessed it 
by now, John Tucker was the pilot that day! He was only 
18 years old and had not yet received his commercial 
license. We both laughed about that. I told John that I was 
glad that we didn't meet that day because if my mother had 
known the pilot was only 18, I probably wouldn't have 
gotten that ride. 

We reminisced about the old days of flying for awhile 
and John decided he had better go. He had promised his 
wife, Barbara, that he would be home in the afternoon and 
didn't want to worry her. It was not to be, and that is the 
closing chapter of my story. 

John Tucker died that afternoon in his car on the way 
home. It was only moments after we shook hands with a 
promise to meet again. 

My first feeling was one of sorrow, like losing an old 
friend. Although I had only known John a few hours, it 
seemed like I had known him my whole life. There were 
so many things I wanted to talk to him about, so many 
questions that will now go unanswered, and yes, pictures 
that I should have taken and didn't because I had forgotten 
to take my camera that day. 

But there were some warm feelings too. This man had 
given me my first flight, and I had given him his last. I was 
a privilege and honor I will never forget. 

His family told me they found comfort in knowing he 
had spent his last hours doing something he loved. 

"If there had to be a final day, it couldn't have been 

more appropriate," his family commented. Then added, 
"He was taking his last flight." 

The events that led up to this special day seem almost 
too much to be coinc1 ence alone. It seemed that we had 
been predestined to meet again, somewhere along the way, 
even if only for a few hours on the last day of 
John Tucker's life. ~ 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
Aviation ads (For Sale, Wanted, For 
Free, Etc.) can be placed by Chapter 
168 members free of charge. 

For Sale: Revmaster 2100-D, Vacuum system, 
excellent cond. 30hrs. TT, $2100.00 080. Will 
trade up or down for RV-6A kit(s). Don Crum (214) 
217-0417, After 3pm Wkdays (214) 263-2095. 

For Sale: MA3A Carburetor. P/N 10-3103, yellow 
tag-venturi and metal float, AD c/w by J&G 
Carburetor in July 94. $700, no exchange req'd. 
Earl Browning (214) 684-7670. 

For Sale: Terra TPX handheld radio $150, Strong 
seat pack safety parachure-current pack $350, 
Jungster I (80% scale Bucker Jungmeister) on 
gear, almost ready for cover. lncl~des nearly every
thing minus covering/finish materials. lr:,cludes Lye. 
0-290 G "kit" engine with most all the aircraft 
conversion parts. The list of items which comes 
with project runs 3 pages. I will send it to anyone 
interested. Entire project $3500. All the above, 
like many things in life, is somewhat negotia.ble. 
D.L. Grammont (214) 255-3817. 

For Sale: RV06A Empennage Kit with horizontal 
and vertical completed. lnclud~s plans. $1000.00 
Charles Powell (817) 573-49 iO: Granbury, TX. 

ECJ--GS 
We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, 
present, and future, any communication issued by 
Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., 
regardless of the form, format, and/or media used which 
includes, but is not limited to Hangar Echoes and audio/ 
video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing 
house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience accounts. 
Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc., does so at 
their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility 
or liability is expressed or implied and you are without 
recourse to anyone. Any event announced and/or listed 
herein is done so as a matter of information only and does 
not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control 
or direction of any event (this includes Oshkosh) . 
Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there. 

For Sale: Zenith CH200 project. Plans-built, 
wings, flaps, ailerons, horz. tail. Most material to 
complete airframe. Some parts made by ZENAIR. 
Plans, manual, all newsletters, $3750. Bill Koepp, 
214-348-4878, day or evenings. 

For Sale: Sonerai II Project-Low wing, tail 
dragger, 2 place. On gear. Have all parts to 
complete, including wing modification, 2180 cc VW 
(Monnett conversion), O hours. $4000.00. 
Gene: 214-424-9880. 

Ride Needed: I would like to join as 3rd or 4th 
passenger in a trip to Sun N Fun this April and 
share expenses. Your plane or we can rent one. 
Dror Solomon (214) 392-0468. 

For Sale: 1980 Cessna Cutlass RG. 4160 TT, 
160 SMOH, Northstar Loran coupled to autopilot, 
DME, Cessna IFR, 4 place intercom. Hangared at 
ADS. Call Rob for more information (214) 497-4320. 

For Sale: Narco ESCORT II Nav/Com, 720 chan
nels (COM), 160 channels (VOA), 40 channels 
(LOC), 5 watt transmitter-$350. Azure Long 
Ranger Loran-C system, 99 waypoints, 9 flight 
plans, 30 hour rechargeable battery pack-$350. 
Both for $600. C.R. (Nick) Nickle, (214) 495-5139, 
after 6:00 PM. 
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